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Welcome to our Newsletter!
We want this newsletter to be
valuable for you so please share
your feedback and suggestions to
help us improve.
newsletter@brookstower.net
Newsletter committee: Shelly ScottNash (chair), Joan Maybury, Deby
Schwartz, Adam Penner, Gary
Thomas, Jim and Marsha McNally,
and Sue Boyer.
With management office support:
Michelle Rogers, Jeremy Crosby and
Jessica Ganskow.
How to Get the Newsletter
Emailed to all owners and
tenants (update your email
address with the management
office or App Folio).
Paper copies can be obtained in
the management office.
Please call the management
office should you need a copy
delivered.

MAC'S FACTS:
BROOKS TOWER
PAST & PRESENT
by Jim McNally

One year after the official opening of Brooks
Tower in February 1968, a full-page story entitled
“Shoddy Slum to Busy Zone”, appeared in The
Denver Post by Willard Haselbush. Although the
title tended to be too harsh, the story summed
up what the new community, Brooks
Tower, was like after one year. Rising 42 stories,
the apartment building happened to be the
tallest in the Rockies.
Continued

Phone Numbers
Front Desk (303) 825-3039
Management Office (303) 629-7200

In memory of those we lost
recently. May they rest in
peace.

Sandee Thiem, Long Time Resident,
Grandmother to Anna Luetjen

Sandee Thiem lived her daily life as an example of
resolute commitment to faith, family and those in
need. Whether it was spending time with
grandkids for weeks at a time, taking her husband
on trips around the world, being present for every
single milestone her children achieved regardless
of when or where, or praying with a friend in
need, God’s light shined through her steadfast
commitment to others. Sandee touched people in
unforgettable ways that gave them love, comfort,
support, security, and strength. She focused her
thoughts and efforts outward to others in ways
that changed lives. Through her service to others
in her church congregation, Bible studies, years of
volunteer service in hospice, or providing for a
struggling family until they got on their feet,
Sandee lived her life putting others’ needs above
her own.
Sandee’s journey to meet her Lord following her
brain cancer diagnosis in November 2020 was
just as she lived her life: full of peace, love, an
unwavering faith and trust in God with a kind
grace to others. Along with her husband, children,
and grandchildren she leaves behind her
brothers Allen Whorton, Curtis Whorton, and TJ
Adams in addition to hundreds of people who
have known and loved her. All will miss her
dearly. Sandee’s younger sister, Linda Taylor,
passed away several years ago.

MAC'S FACTS Continued
The only individual after fifty-three
years that still has any connection
with our building is Larry McAtee.
Pictured here is Larry’s father,
William R. McAtee, who signed the
first lease in June 1967.
The space was a beauty salon called
Mr. Mack. Other businesses that
signed leases later included the Half
Shell Restaurant, Marvelous Marv’s
Lounge with live
entertainment on the Curtis St. side,
The Gitana Spanish Restaurant,
Reese Coffee Shop, 7-11, Lehrer’s
Flowers, Paul Weiss Optical, etc.
After fifty-three years, only 7-11 has
survived and our 12-foot “Old
Prospector” has stood the test of
time and will celebrate his 130th
birthday this year.
To hear the story of the “Old
Prospector,” visit this website:
Story Trek
Click on the square for the Old
Prospector Statue (no photo, audio
only.)
The conversion of Brooks Tower in
1995 to condos meant that all rental
property had to be purchased.
Howard Torgove was the financial
source and project director.

NEXT BOARD OF
DIRECTORS' MEETING

February
Thursday
6pm

18

President's Corner
Jeanne Root
With the first Board meeting of 2021, we had a
lot of business to accomplish. First, we
welcomed newly elected Board members Alton
Darby and Gary Thomas. Alton will be serving
his second term as a Board member, while
Gary is new to the Board.
At the same time, I was saddened to announce
the resignation of Bill Clarke for personal
reasons. This left a vacancy on the Board.
Under the Brooks Bylaws, in the event of a
vacancy on the Board the vacancy is to be filled
by a vote of the remaining Board members.
The Board addressed this by addressing the
pool of recent board candidates receiving the
most votes.
Dan Stieren declined due to current family
commitments, and we found Adam Penner
willing to serve. I welcome Adam to the Board,
and feel that he will bring a fresh viewpoint
that will benefit the homeowners.
And, since we are at the beginning of a new
year, let’s discuss the duties and
responsibilities of the Board.
The Board of Directors was created by Article IV
of the Bylaws. Pursuant to Article VI, Section 4
of the Articles of Incorporation of the HOA,
members of the Board must be Owners, except
in the case of units owned by a corporation,
partnership or trust, in which case the Board
member may be an officer, shareholder,
partner or trustee.

Board Of Directors' Bullets
BOD minutes from past meetings
are available in the Shared
Documents, Board of Directors
folder in App Folio.
Highlights from the January 21st,
BOD meeting:
Recorded Zoom Link
Want to know committee
meeting dates? Go to the Brooks
Tower webpage. Scroll to
Community Calendar under
Information for Residents.
Alton Darby was welcomed back
to the BOD. Gary Thomas and
Adam Penner were welcomed as
new BOD members.
Enhancements to garage
security were presented by
Management.
Rules and Regulations
Committee will begin meeting
again.
Alton Darby will head up the
Architecture Committee.
Have a question for the Board?
admin@Brookstower.net

President's Corner Continued
The powers and duties of the Board are defined in Section 2 of the Bylaws. They are
numerous and lengthy, so I am just going to summarize them:
To elect and remove officers of the Association
To formulate policies for the administration, management and operation of the HOA
To administer and enforce the covenants of the HOA
To establish and enforce the Rules of the HOA, with the right to amend them from time to
time
To maintain, replace or repair the Common Elements of the HOA
To maintain necessary insurance coverage
To prepare a budget at least annually
To collect delinquent assessments
To defend the HOA against suit
To borrow funds to pay for any expenditure or outlay required
To enter into contracts to carry out its duties and powers
To establish necessary bank accounts
Without the prior approval of owners being required, to make repairs, additions,
alterations and improvements to the Common Elements
To employ a managing agent
To provide for the designation, hiring and removal of employees and other personnel,
including accountants and attorneys
To appoint committees of the Board
To determine the fiscal year of the HOA
To comply with the duly adopted actions of the owners to the extent they do not violate
provisions of the Bylaws and Declaration
Finally, in general, to carry on the administration of the HOA
The Bylaws require that at least two Board Meetings per year be held per calendar year. Since
there is continual and ongoing business to be dealt with, the Board has been meeting
monthly for as long as I can remember, with the exception of December, when business
slows down. The only exception that I am aware of to this schedule was the first month of
the pandemic in 2020, when we were still trying to figure things out.
In exchange for executing these duties, the members of the Board receive no compensation
from the HOA. In addition, the members of the Board should not receive any gifts or
compensation from individual homeowners, except under a strict contractual basis. Such
contract may constitute a conflict of interest, and may disqualify the Board member from
voting on certain issues. In addition, any contract with an employer of a Board member, or a
company owned by a Board member constitutes a conflict of interest, and the Board member
will be disqualified from voting on such contract. Finally, there can be no self-dealing on the
part of a Board member, of any kind.
In short, the Board has a lot of duties to the Homeowners. Our goal is to execute these
duties fairly and impartially, for the benefit of the Homeowners as a whole.

Valentine's Day

Mac's Facts:

The Origin of
St. Valentine's Day
St. Valentine’s Day can be traced
back to a Roman priest by the
same name on February 14th,
270 A.D. The Roman Catholic
Church canonized him after his
death. Later, this priest’s name
was combined with that of the
Roman feast of Lupercalia during
which youths were chased by
their sweethearts.
Valentines were produced with
sentimental verses and
decorations by the 1850s in both
the United States and Great
Britain. Red and white colors
dominated the card design in
later years and Cupid, the Roman
god of love, was also frequently
featured.

This holiday is celebrated in a
variety of ways: a box of
chocolates, a lunch or dinner
date, flowers, wine, perfume,
a clothing item or attendance
at a movie or play. Post cards
became popular at the turn of
the 20th century (see graphic
post card courtesy of Brooks
Tower resident Jeri Via).
Those post cards cost less
than $.05 and could be
mailed anywhere in the
United States for one penny.
One cannot miss the
prominent Baur’s sign at 1512
Curtis St. The company had
three downtown locations
and was known for the
invention of the ice cream
soda. It was popular on
Valentine’s Day due to the
food served and a huge
variety of house-made
confections. After more than
eighty years, the company
went out of business.
Currently, Dazzle now
occupies that space and
initially featured the Baur’s
Mija Pie dessert on their
menu.
More fun facts here: Courtesy
of Dazzle

Getting to Know our
Building Engineer
Mike Gadbury
On September 23rd 2007, I started
learning my new work place as a
member of the Brooks Tower
maintenance department as a tech. I was
promoted to the Building Operations
Manager on May 13, 2013.
On January 1st, 2021 I took on my new
role as Building Engineer. This new
position will take my skills and expertise
of Brooks Tower to a new level. I will
continue to lead, train and mentor the
maintenance department team. 2021
projects will include overseeing the fire
panel/fire alarm system upgrade, the
installation of the fiber from Comcast,
and capital improvement “reserve” study
projects assisting with the budget and
expense control. Other projects will
include working with Bergeman Group
and SageWater until the completion of
the Riser Project and also overseeing
unit owner remodeling projects and
signing off on construction packets. As I
move into my new responsibilities, Jon
Krueger who has been working with me
since March of 2014, will be overseeing
the maintenance team and work order
management for the building and
homeowners.

My past professional history includes 25
years in the construction field, learning
concrete forming and finishing, framing,
floor coverings, roofing, drywall hanging
/ finishing and 17 years of architectural
sheet metal. I also headed up a handyman service company for 25 years.
I enjoy every outdoor activity and
sharing time with my family including
camping, fishing and hunting. Hope
has been my wife for the last 35 years
and together we have raised two
children and four wonderful grandkids.
I have poured my heart and soul into
Brooks Tower for the past 13 ½ years
and will continue to do so for the rest of
my career. Helping people is who I am
and what I do. It gives me pleasure to
help all of the owners and resident of
Brooks Tower. Thank you for allowing
me to be here.
Michael Gadbury
Brooks Tower Building Engineer

Credit: Scott SinDorf

Management Report
Michelle Rogers
Dear Residents,
As we approach the month of love and appreciation, we want to first thank you for your
patience through many of our major modernization projects taking place simultaneously and
additional projects being added to the schedule in 2021. The Management team will try our
best to assist you through the transitions/adjustments associated with these projects. Change
is hard and we will face many additional challenges that come along with growth and changes.
We are playing catch-up on modernization projects that should have been taking place
throughout the past years. We can no longer put a band-aid on these operational and safety
related situations and need to come to "modern times" in operations and building upgrades
while also meeting current codes. Life, safety and your asset protection are our primary focus
for this year and moving forward.
App Folio Update:
App Folio went live on January 18th and 32% of the residents activated their portal. We will
continue to send out activation reminder emails. The portal is for owners' access only.
Every email sent out will be recorded in your account. If you respond to the email, it will be
recorded in your account as well.
If you are not able to activate your portal, it means we do not have your correct email
address. Please submit a request to activate your account.
Please update your tenant record in AppFolio. This way, you can be sure that your tenants
will be able to receive their packages and mass community communication.
Currently, the online payment option is not active in AppFolio. We are in the process of
making our bank account adjustments so that this feature is available to the owners. We
will communicate the automated bank payment and credit card processes upon
availability.
Please place your maintenance work orders through App Folio. This will be the best way to
ensure your work order gets in the queue as soon as it comes in. You will receive an "in
progress" or completion communication by a maintenance technician.
You can view your current balance and your ledger in App Folio. If you have any questions
and wish to call any of us in the Management office, we can also assist.

Email communication will be coming from the App Folio administrator. Watch for email from:
donotreply@appfolio.com
and
addresses ending in @brookstower.mailer.appfolio.us (prepended by a long unique ID)

Management Report Continued
Architectural Review (required for work in your unit):
We will request the following documentation to be attached/uploaded to each application
submission. (construction packet, flooring material spec sheet, certificate of insurance,
diagram of the work that will be performed, and if needed, applicable permits).
Here are the potential costs involved: Administrative/processing fee is $70.00. Parking fee
for the vendor is $40 per day. Water shut off is $140.00 per day.
Once the approval is granted, please provide the start date & completion date. Reserve the
freight elevator and vendor parking space as required.
Landlord Responsibilities:
Please upload the information regarding your renters into your App Folio profile section. It
is critical that you update the lease start and end date. We will only accept packages for the
renters whose information has been uploaded during the duration of their lease
agreements. This will also allow us to communicate water shut downs and other
critical/emergency community news.
Please remember the short-term lease is 30 days minimum and we do not allow pets over
30 lbs or up to 2 pets totaling 30 lbs.
Please make sure you ask for renters’ insurance; the HOA is not responsible for the
tenant’s personal property damage or loss. (e.g. package loss, missing items from the
laundry, parking garage, etc.) Signs will be posted shortly to remind all owners and tenants
of these protocols.
Please provide the HOA rules and regulations to the renters.
Please register pets prior to the move in date or on the move in date with vaccine records.
Please share with them that all guests will need to register at the front kiosk and they must
meet their guests in the lobby.
We will notify you and the police of any noise complaints after the Denver quiet hours, if
we cannot get it resolved quickly with your tenants.
Mask Wearing:
Please visit CDC.gov and Denver.org for the latest updates on COVID-19.
Masks are to be worn in any/all common areas.
Brooks Tower has been mandated by the Health Department to put up a sign on all entry
doors regarding the above. Masks must be worn from the time of entry into the building.
If you have a health issue that will not allow you to wear a mask, please share this with our
staff and those around you to avoid any misunderstanding.
Communications will keep you safe and allow others to respect your situation. Protect
yourself and others by keeping 6 feet distance.
Even with certain FDA approved vaccines in production, we are still not close to preventing
COVID from spreading or people being infected. Let's all work together to keep each one of us
safe.
As always, please feel free to contact the me with your concerns and suggestions. Our team is
here to serve you and make your lifestyle enjoyable at Brooks Tower.
Best Regards,
Michelle Rogers

COMCAST Fiber Install Tips
Shelly Scott-Nash
A new option for internet and TV is coming to Brooks Tower. This install affects every unit.
You need to be aware of this process or you may end up with a suboptimal installation. You
may have received an email from management with multiple attachments. The goal of this
author is to try to help you make sense of that information.
The Installation Process
Sage Construction, not to be confused with Sage Water, has completed wiring the electrical
closets up the center of the building and has begun pulling the fiber down the hallways to
the units.
ATS, a cable company, will be knocking on doors and distributing flyers. The Management
office will notify you the previous week. They will explain options for the location of the
gateway enclosure that will work best in your unit layout. Once you've decided, you'll be
asked to fill out a form and email it to ATS. You can also contact ATS for an appointment.
Contact ATS: Send an email to brookstower@atscable.com (preferred).
Call Cody Diaz at 720-304-5507 or Jordan LeDoux at 720-254-3120.
ATS will pull the fiber into the unit and install the gateway enclosure. An abatement
subcontractor will ensure safe drilling of a hole from the hallway into the unit.
ATS has multiple no-cost options, however, more complicated options that involve things like
drilling internal walls or installing an electrical outlet will incur cost to the unit owner.
At a later time, a separate "EPON" team will install the gateway into the enclosure and
connect the gateway to Xfinity/Comcast.
The Gateway Enclosure
The gateway enclosure measures 15" by 15" by 6". Regardless of whether you elect to
subscribe to Xfinity/Comcast at the present time, the enclosure is being installed by ATS
along with the fiber wire.
The gateway which will be installed into the gateway enclosure by the EPON team requires
power so the gateway enclosure needs to be located near an outlet (less than 4 feet). You
can choose to have ATS locate the gateway enclosure in a closet but the cost of installing an
outlet is an owner expense. ATS can recommend an electrician or you can use your own
(certified to work in the building) electrician.
The gateway enclosure requires a power outlet.
You can choose to have the gateway enclosure installed in the living room, closet installation or
an alternative location. Keep in mind that the fiber will be tacked on the outside of your interior
walls from the entryway to the where ever you choose to install the gateway enclosure.

COMCAST Fiber Install Tips Cont.
Choose a location for the gateway enclosure that minimizes the visual
impact of the 3mm white fiber wire.
Choose a location for the gateway enclosure where you aren't going to
trip on it. e.g. just inside the entry way near the floor would be
hazardous.
You may decline installation; However, installation at a later date will cost the owner. At time
of publication, Comcast/Xfinity has not provided that cost.
If you were not contacted by ATS and do not want the default install or
don't want installation at all, it is very important that you contact ATS
ahead of time.
The Gateway
The Comcast/Xfinity website defines gateways thus: "Xfinity Gateways and xFi Gateways are
all-in-one devices that deliver Internet and Voice connectivity, whole-home WiFi coverage,
network control and speed for the ultimate connected experience."
Basically, you can think of a gateway as a combined modem and router.
The email blast from Brooks Tower management contained an attachment showing a picture
of an XF3 Arris X5001. The XF3 gateway has a maximum data throughput of 1 Gbps (bits per
second). Comcast/Xfinity has not stated by time of newsletter publication whether the 2.5
Gbps gateway will be an option.
The XF3 supports both home hotspot capability and performs as a public "on the go"
hotspot.
(From the user manual) - For best results, place the gateway:
In an elevated location such as a high shelf, keeping the number of
walls and ceilings between the gateway and your other devices to a
minimum.
Away from electrical devices that are potential sources of
interference, such as ceiling fans, home security systems,
microwaves, or the base for a cordless phone.
Away from any large metal surfaces, such as a solid metal door or
aluminum studs. Large expanses of other materials such as glass,
insulated walls, fish tanks, mirrors, brick, and concrete can also
affect your wireless signal.

Make sure the gateway enclosure is accessible in case you have to open
it and hit the reset button, for example.

COMCAST Fiber Install Tips Cont.
Comcast/Xfinity Fiber Service
Many of us were used to Direct TV billing us through the Brooks Tower HOA. Be advised that
Comcast/Xfinity will contract directly with owners.

Have questions? Contact our Brooks Tower Comcast rep. Abby Ekman at
Abby_Ekman@comcast.com

If you were completely overwhelmed by the multiple attachments to the email blast as this
author was, I put this table together to hopefully simplify and summarize.

Name

Description

Speed

Cost per Month

Choice TV Select
Double Play

Internet plus
Network TV

100 Mbps

$40 per month for 1 year
with a 1 year agreement*

Blast Pro plus
Internet

Internet only

400 Mbps

$50 per month for 1 year
with a 1 year agreement

Extreme Pro plus
Internet

Internet only

600 Mbps

$60 per month for 2 years
with a 1-year agreement

Gigabit Internet

Internet only

1 Gbps

$70 per month for 2 years
with a 1-year agreement

600 Mbps

$90 per month for 2 years
with a 1-year agreement

Starter Pro plus
Double Play

Internet, 125
channels, onDemand

*$35 additional for sports and news
Offers good until March 21st, 2021. Taxes and fees not included. Early termination fees
apply.
Email blast attachments state "Free Modem for 12 months".
Comcast/Xfinity has a well published data cap of 1.2 TB. Excess charges apply.
Another email blast attachment, Xfinity Mobile, advertises a cellular mobile phone plan much
like you'd think of a Verizon or AT&T plan for $45 per month per line. Requires bundling with
an internet or TV subscription.

COVID SAFETY TIPS
Make your safety a priority

1

MASK IN COMMON AREAS

Including the lobby, elevators,
gym, laundry room

2

SOCIAL DISTANCE

Limit of 3 In elevators and in
the gym
Minimum of 6 feet apart

3
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Congratulations
to
Keith Martinez
Keith celebrated 15 years of
employment with Brooks Tower on
January 31, 2021

4

GYM RULES

Open from 8:00 am to 8:30
pm every day
You MUST make a reservation
at the front desk
Limit of 3 people at a time
PERSONAL HYGIENE

Clean your hands often
Avoid touching your eyes, nose
and mouth

5

DENVER RESTRICTIONS

10 people from no more than
two different households are
allowed to gather
You must wear a face covering
outside where distancing
between people from different
households is not possible

Denver Guidelines as of Dec 10 2020

Storage Spots and
Motorcycle Parking
Available
Contact the
Management Office

Denver Bicycle Resources
Did you know you can register
your bike with the city of Denver?

Sponsors

We can provide purely healthy
food/drink-oriented choices,
traditional snack and candy options
or any combination in between in
order to meet your needs. We just
need to know what you like!
5280 Healthy Vending, LLC.
info@5280healthyvending.com
720-530-4474

Book
Worms
Call out for volunteers! We need a person to
manage the book club. Tasks include:
finding a discussion leader and book for
each meeting
advertising the meetings in the newsletter
coordinating the Zoom

2021 Maintenance Service Charges
(Effective January 1,2021)

$70 an hour with first hour minimum
$35 Lightbulb labor service plus bulbs
$35 Garbage disposal service
$80 HVAC Studio service
$100 HVAC 1-bedroom service
$120 HVAC 2-bedroom service
$140 HVAC 3-bedroom service
$80 HVAC loft service
$70 Fireplace cleaning motor service
$15 Emergency keys
$5 key made Wednesday Bulk service
$35 Key Fob

Links to Local Denver Area Events

$25 Key Card
$50 Receiving shipment and delivery to

Downtown Denver Calendar
Denver Area Winter Activities

the unit (Appliances)

Metro Area Songkick
Mile Hi on the Cheap
Yelp - Denver
Denver Eventful
Denver Post Calendar
Denver Event Brite

light, electric, HVAC thermostat

Denver Art Museum Calendar
Denver Zoo
Ticket Master
Denver AARP Events
Denver Meetup Events
Thrillist Events

$140 Water shut off service

Roadside America

$125 Move-in ready service (Check
operation, smoke detector, blinds,
mark the damages with photos, write
estimates on services needed)
$ 70 Construction Packet processing
service (Architecture Review)

Riser Project Update
Noah Sebastian
Managing Director at Bergeman Group
Mr. Noah Sebastian has a background in
commercial construction and operations
management that spans over 25 years.
Originally from Colorado, Noah has worked
with many commercial and residential
property management firms over the last
eleven years both in Colorado and Hawaii.
His experience in the construction industry
ranges from multi-family residential projects
to commercial office structures working with
Homeowners Associations, as well as private
ownership entities. Noah started his career
in the commercial maintenance and
renovation industry, leading to his entry into
the multifamily construction residential
market in the mid 1990’s. His experience
and knowledge has been developed by
managing a variety of projects of various
sizes that includes new, commercial and
residential ground up and remodel
construction projects in both the public and
private sectors.
What Was Done Last Month
Completion of the Hydronics piping, DWV
(Drain, Waste and Vent piping) and Potable
water piping for all bathrooms in the C, D
and E units has now reached 100%
completion. The Hydronic riser for the JKL
stack, from Units 17 down to 3, has also
been completed, which affects the
bathroom area plumbing. The beginning of
repairs for the domestic water lines, which
are visible in the hallways, has been started.
The work has started at the second (2nd )
floor and will progress to the 42nd floor.
This work should be completed by the end
of February 2021.

Upcoming Riser Project and Schedule
Hydronic work for the J, K, and L units has
begun and will be completed by the middle
of February 2021. The hydronic work for
the J, K. and L stack impacts the closet of
the K unit, the closet of the L unit and the
closet of the J unit.
Upcoming will be the Hydronic riser
replacement for the G unit living rooms.
Pre-Construction walks will begin for this
work on February 10, 2021. The
replacement of the piping will be starting
on February 18, 2021 and completed on
March 30, 2021. During this construction
phase, the fan coil in the living room of the
G unit, will not have heat starting on
February 18, 2021. Heat will be restored
for these specific fan coil units by March
10, 2021.
Please check your email for the provided
schedule as this information was sent out
by Brooks Tower Management on Friday,
January 15, 2021.
Heat Exchanger Updates
The Heat Exchanger Project is currently in
the final design stage. It is expected that
the Mechanical Engineer will have the final
design work ready for review by the
Bergeman Group and Construction
Committee no later than January 22, 2021.
Shortly after the review of the Final Design,
an invitation to bid to complete the
replacement of the Heat Exchanger will be
sent to qualified contractors. The
construction for this project is slated to
begin in June of 2021 and to be completed
by mid-October prior to the heating
requirement for the property.

Riser Project Update Cont.
Fan Coil Unit Project Updates

Laundry Room Updates

Similar to the Laundry Room Code Upgrade
Project, The Board has recently approved a
proposal from Bergeman Group to complete
the Pre-Construction efforts. Bergeman
Group will be sending invitations to bid to
qualified Engineering firms to help assess
and provide design work for the
replacement of the fan coil units in each of
the studio, one-bedroom, two-bedroom,
three-bedroom and loft unit condos. The
scope of work will also include the review
and recommendation of the Mechanical
Engineer to potentially eliminate the fan coil
unit in the entry hall of the two-bedroom
condos. This may be possible if the fan coil
units do not affect the overall efficiency for
heating and cooling of the dwellings as
determined by code. This determination will
be provided by the selected Mechanical
Engineering firm.

It has been determined by the City and
County of Denver that the Brooks Tower
laundry room has numerous code
violations that could allow them to “Red
Tag” the area, which would allow them to
legally shut down the laundry room until
code upgrades have been completed by
the property. To satisfy the City and
County of Denver, the Board has agreed to
make such upgrades at or near the end of
the Riser Project completion date, which
has allowed the property to continue using
the area. The code upgrades do not have
any immediate impact on anyone using the
laundry area to clean their clothes but has
an overall impact on the integrity and
safety of the building for the foreseeable
future.

The Pre-Construction efforts are projected to
be completed by mid to late May and future
updates will be provided to the property as
these efforts progress.
Questions?
newsletter@brookstower.net

The Board has recently approved a
proposal from Bergeman Group to
complete the Pre-Construction efforts for
the Laundry Room Code Upgrades.
Bergeman Group will be sending
invitations to bid to qualified Engineering
firms to help identify and address the
necessary code upgrades as well as
develop and complete design work for a
repair contractor to perform such
upgrades. The Pre-Construction efforts
should be completed by mid to late April
and future updates will be provided to the
property as these efforts progress.

Riser Project Update Cont.
Bergeman Group’s Role
As the advocate for the Brooks
Tower Homeowners Association,
Bergeman Group is tasked with
orchestrating the successful
completion of your capital
improvement project in an
equitable manner for the overall
benefit of your building, the
Homeowners Association, and the
Brooks Tower residents. Our team
is committed to evaluating your
project requirements, navigating
the variables, and strictly adhering
to the project scope approved by
the Brooks Tower Homeowners
Association.

Hydronic Pipes J Closet
(Before)

Every project requires a detailed
assessment, tailored planning, and
precise execution to help ensure a
successful outcome that benefits
the entire scope of the project and
its stakeholders. Our objective is to
successfully integrate all the
project elements in a balanced and
measured approach to help
protect your investment for the
long term.

Hydronic Pipes J Closet
(After)

Black History
Month Calendars
2 links

February 2021
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday
1

Wednesday
2

Thursday
3

8

4

Saturday
5

6

11

12

13

18

19

20

26

27

Feb4-Mar7
Whiskey
Tasting

Flatirons Food Film
FestivalOnline 1/28 - 2/5
7

Friday

9

10

Brooks Tower
53rd
Anniversary!
14

15

Valentine's President's
Day
Day

21

Mardi
Gras
Fat
Tuesday

22

28

Feb Mile High
Calendar

16

17

Board of
Directors
Meeting
6PM
23

24

DCPA
Virtual
Acting
Classes

25

Purim

